We note that the Chancellor has managed to get himself into hot water again with his autocratic manner and unjust edicts. Dr. SS Talbert now OPPOSES the C. on the Closed Press Order. Or, wait a minute, is that water really all that hot? Let us place our thermometers of Fact and Logic into the steamy brew and see if we cannot accurately measure the temperature. WHY, does SST now scream about Freedom of the Press? WHY, did he not raise the Point when the Unconstitutional Order was first issued? WHY, did not the various PARTY pinks, comsyps and libbies from Time, Life, Look, SEP, etc IM-MEDIATELY raise the hue and cry on this Fundamental Principle? Now, of course, as everyone knows, WE do not belong to the Established Press. RU is so organized that the Dictatorial Decrees of the Adm cannot stop our operation. Bob, NO ONE is more concerned with Press Freedom than RU. We deplore and abhor the distortions half-truths and outright lies of the many Comsypos who write for the big sheets and networks, but we stoutly maintain that the danger involved in suppressing these perverts of Journalism is EVEN GREATER than the actual and horrible damage they are doing to our Liberty and Life. If these libbies were Real Journalists and not just a pack of spineless supporters of the Conspiracy, there would be little need of RU. We want them left OFFICALLY free, however, so that when the glorious Day of the Return of Constitutional America arrives, we will be able to come out aboveground and, once again, read the Truth in the National Press and TV.

The DELAYED protest is caused by the dismay in Party circles, which came with the realization that RU was not only NOT being stopped by the Unlawful Edict, but was actually GROWING at a rapid rate. We now have 3 active, militant, sheets. Clemson and Eama have joined our ranks with well organized staffs, and we are assisting groups in many other schools to get started. THIS is the reason for the DELAYED protest, and NOT any true dedication to Journalistic Principles. These hacks realize that they must get back on the street with their distorted propaganda, or lose the field to RU by default. Regardless of WHAT they do, however, we are going to have a NETWORK of RUs that will be able to keep the Students of this Nation in close touch with the Truth. We ask the help of all Rebs and Lady Rebs to write to friends in other schools and urge them to get in operation. We are working on an operational Manual and it will be published soon.

Returning to the Press Ban, we want to point out, with sincere respect to our honest State Newmen who went along with the C. and his autocracy in the interest of "Peace" that this is just one more example which shows that if you attempt to achieve Peace without Justice, you will lose BOTH Peace AND Justice.

We want the Press back on this campus, even if it takes an INJUNCTION to get them back. Our Statutes are being VIOLATED and our RIGHTS are being trampled upon behind this Paper Curtain, and we want every American to know about it.

No one has opposed the coon more than the staff of RU. But, we stand on the Principle of Free Press at all times. We maintain that if the coon is allowed to whine freely his gibberish will awaken more and more Americans as to what he truly is: Literally and Factually, a brainwashed tool of International Communism. It is only thru the Light of Truth that Communism is going to be defeated, and the more Americans who understand this, the closer we will be to a return to Constitutional America. We say, keep up the attacks and harassment as long as the coon is Unlawfully on this campus, and let his snarls be heard in public. We have an ample supply of pure blooded Brick and Bottle Greys and "Blue-Ticks" on hand to keep him under control.

The Adm is developing a disturbing habit of using vague terms and cliches in announcements. This is not Scholarship. The remark about "yelling 'FIRE' in a theatre is completely incompatible with the existing situation.